Why choose FUJITSU Desktops ESPRIMO P?

- Powerful performance
- Penny-pinching on energy consumption
- Perfectionist on security
- Stays totally quiet

The Engine for your Business

Make it perfect

Whatever job you have in mind for the ESPRIMO P, you can create a custom environment for your workspace with Fujitsu. Add a display – flat or curved, whatever size is right. Pick your perfect keyboard and mouse. Make your ESPRIMO P your own – with workplace accessories designed for perfect interaction.

Curved

Fujitsu Display B34-UE: a high-res ultrawide curved display for wraparound viewing

Ultra HD

Fujitsu Display P27-8 TS: Ultra HD resolution, ultrawide viewing angle, slim bezel – ideal for multi-monitor workspaces

The Wireless Keyboard Set LX410 is an excellent desktop solution for users with plug and play technology. The elegant mouse with new silent keys works on many surfaces due to its precise 1600 dpi sensor.

Check out the complete range of Fujitsu Accessories for ESPRIMO:

→ www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/accessories/desktop/
A good choice if you run vertical applications and need more connectivity and deep customizing. It provides high expandability and solid performance for your business.

Additional functions compared to P5:
- Advanced hardware functions:
  - 3x display port via Flexiboard
  - 4x memory slots
  - Additional USB ports
  - USB Type-C

FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO P9

The premium choice for no-holds-barred performance – great if you need continuous operation and want to perform remote maintenance & admin. This is the desktop for professional computing and advanced manageability.

Additional functions compared to P7:
- Premium hardware functions:
  - 3 PCIe slots
  - Additional ports with USB3.1 Gen2 speed
  - Manageability functions based on iAMT and vPro (requires dedicated CPU)
  - RAID support

FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO P9910

If you want to supercharge your desktop PC performance, the ESPRIMO P9910 is exactly the way to do it. The ESPRIMO P9910 is also superb for entry-level VR work (such as visualizations in the retail sector).

- Can be equipped with powerful -K CPU
- Powerful Gfx card up to NVIDIA RTX 2080 super
- Perfect for organizations with advanced hardware needs
- 4 PCIe slots

FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO P9910

With four ESPRIMO P models available, you can match performance and connectivity to what’s happening in your business. The entry-level ESPRIMO P5 is already a great performer that’s capable in small, mid-sized and large organizations. It provides all the strong features that make ESPRIMO P such a compelling choice for businesses, such as:
- Advanced hardware functions:
- 2x digital graphics outputs
- 2x memory slots
- Additional USB ports

FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO P5

The workhorse for your desk

Custom-size your computing performance. Need more power? Go up a level!

What’s your workday challenge?

A glimpse of places where ESPRIMO P is making people’s workday better, everyday.

**Police**
- ESPRIMO P9

**Healthcare**
- ESPRIMO P7

**Public Transport**
- ESPRIMO P7

**Universities**
- ESPRIMO P7

**Logistics**
- ESPRIMO P7

**Finance**
- ESPRIMO P7

**Operating VR**
- ESPRIMO P9910

**Manufacturing**
- ESPRIMO P7

→ Run forensic apps or VR, stay secure with smart card readers, fiber NIC
→ Detect and treat diseases
→ Manage rail signals and keep the trains running
→ Create lessons with simulations
→ Manage office and logistic hubs of retail stores and supermarkets
→ Try your hand at VR
→ Detect and treat diseases
→ Try your hand at VR
→ Smooth sailing of challenging business applications
→ Orchestrates automated workflows in factories
→ Orchestrate automated workflows in factories